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Abstract
We present an algorithm for reconstruction of piece-wise planar scenes from only two views and based
on minimum line correspondences. We first recover camera rotation by matching vanishing points based
on the methods already exist in the literature and then recover the camera translation by searching among
a family of hypothesized planes passing through one line. Unlike algorithms based on line segments, the
presented algorithm does not require an overlap between two line segments or more that one line correspon-
dence across more than two views to recover the translation and achieves the goal by exploiting photometric
constraints of the surface around the line. Experimental results on real images prove the functionality of the
algorithm.
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1 Introduction and related work
Generally speaking, motion estimation is the second main stage of Structure from Motion or SfM process
after the feature matching and before the final reconstruction. Wide baseline motion estimation from point
correspondences between two views has been the subject of much investigation and even though this is still
a very active field of research, many fast, simple and efficient methods have been proposed in such studies.
On contrary, motion estimation from line correspondences between two wide baseline views has not received
much attention. The reasons for this are manifold. First, line segments are more difficult to match. Besides
the traditional challenges in point matching, these difficulties proceed from some other different reasons such
as the inaccuracy of the endpoint extraction, fragmented segments, the poor geometric disambiguity constraint,
lack of significant photometric information in the local neighborhood of segments and no global geometric
constraint such as the epipolar constraint. As a result, up to now, only a few methods are reported in the
literature for automatic wide baseline line segment matching [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6]. Secondly, classical methods
such as [15, 8] which use supporting lines (geometric abstraction of straight line segments), need many line
correspondences across at least three images while for only two views, one can find several works in literature
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in which the impossibility of motion determination from the line correspondences between only two views are
mentioned [16, 8, 11].
However, using lines is advantageous because lines are easier to extract and have less localization error than
other features of interest such as points. Moreover, their detection is very reliable according to their orientation.
Most keypoints hardly capture geometrical and structural information of the scene since they are not localized
at edges while lines are directly connected to geometrical information about the scene. We are especially
interested in the case where the motion of the camera is a large baseline motion. For such scenario, classical
methods are of minor applicability mainly because finding enough number of line matches between several
views is a very difficult task if not impossible. For such cases, algorithms which can work with two images
become a better choice. Instead of relying on many correspondences, we present a method which takes only
one line correspondence over only two views as input, and suggest a two stage algorithm which uses lines in
man-made scenes to recover rotation and then estimates the translation.
To our knowledge, the algorithm introduced by Zhang [17] is, so far, the only work on motion estimation
based on only two views of only line segments. The algorithm tries to recover the motion using the epipolar
geometry by maximizing the total overlap of line segments in correspondence as an objective function with no
closed-form solution hence a five-dimensional motion space (three for rotation and two for the translation) has
to be sampled. Unlike Zhang’s algorithm, in our method only one line correspondence is enough and it is not
necessary that two matched line segments overlap. Besides, Zhang’s algorithm has this main drawback that it
needs relatively large set of correspondences of line segments randomly distributed and oriented in the scene.
Though the number of extracted line segments from an image of a constructed scene can be relatively high,
matching them is a very difficult task especially if the motion has a long baseline. Moreover, in constructed
scenes, the assumption of randomly oriented lines may not hold since the majority of the lines are pointing in
the same direction as one of three main Manhattan directions. The only assumptions we use is that the line
belongs to a planar surface with enough strong discriminative texture. Thanks to the presence of many parallel
lines in man-made scenes, the rotation can be computed from other methods based on matching vanishing
points [10, 9]. The assumption of the textured surface is also very likely to happen in constructed scenes. To
our best of knowledge, this is the first attempt to estimate large baseline motion using lines and photometric
constraints between two images.
2 The methodology
Using both geometric and photometric constraints of the line and its image neighborhood and reconstructing
the 3D surface around the line is the key idea of our method. For each view, a set of planar facets passing
through the 3D line in space are hypothesized and the plane hypothesis which shows higher similarity between
two views is chosen to be the best reconstruction of the surface (see figure 1). The camera translation is
simultaneously recovered during the construction of the surface.
For the rest of this text, we assume that except two end points of line segments which are expressed in
image plane frame, the rest of values and parameters are expressed in the first camera coordinate system which
is chosen to be aligned with the world coordinate system with no loss of generality. The intersection of two
planes passing through each segment and the origin of the related camera results in l, the direction of the 3D
line:
l =
n×R−1n′
‖n×R−1n′‖ (1)
where n and n′ are known images of the 3D line on the image planes (i.e. normal vector of the plane passing
through the 3D line and the origin of the camera) and R is the camera rotation which can be computed based
on matching vanishing points (see below).
The fully reconstruction of the line, however , is not possible since at least the ratio of the distances of the
line to the origins of the cameras should be known. T , the translation from first camera to the second camera
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Figure 1: Geometry of proposed method. On each hypothesized plane (three planes are shown here), one
rectangular mesh is built on the same side of the 3D line from each camera image.
(we are using t and capital T to distinguish between the normalized and un-normalized translation vectors
respectively) can be decoupled in three vectors and be expressed by (see Fig. 1):
T = nss+ lsl − ns′s′ , ns = l × n‖l × n‖ , ns′ =
l ×R−1n′
‖l ×R−1n′‖ (2)
where s and s′ are the unknown distances between 3D line and the origins of the cameras and sl is an
unknown scalar value. Therefore in order to determine the translation of the system we need to find these
three values. Since the final solution will always be up to a positive scale, we can set one of these values to a
fixed value (we chose s). Now the problem is simplified to estimating the other two scalars. To estimate these
two values we need to use the photometric information around the line. However any comparison between the
areas around the images of the line in two views is meaningless due to perspective distortion. To overcome
this difficulty we reconstruct the surface and therefore the texture on it from each of images by sweeping
a hypothesized plane through space which pass through 3D line and find the plane which best matches two
reconstructed surfaces. In the section 2.2, we drive the necessary formulas for the parametrized reconstruction
of the 3D surface and its texture seen by each camera, referred to as the “mesh image” hereinafter.
2.1 Recovering R
For our method to work, we first need to recover the rotation between two views. For obtaining the rotation
directly, one may use an inertial measurement unit (IMU). These sensors are now in smart phones, in cameras
and on most of the robotic platforms (see for example [18] or [19]). For estimating the rotation after extracting
and matching vanishing points, one can choose among many algorithms available for the perspective images
(cf. [10] for a review on some generic methods and their pros and cons). In this work, we use the method of
[10] in order to extract and match some vanishing points. Having these vanishing point correspondences , the
relative rotation between two views can be computed using the simple linear method of [9]. Assume V1 and
V2 (and their corresponding V ′1 and V ′2) are unit vectors corresponding to two vanishing directions. R can be
decomposed into a rotation axis N and an angle θ which can be recovered as follows:
• if V ′i = Vi , i ∈ [1, 2]⇒ R = I .
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• if
{
V ′i = Vi
V ′j 6= Vj
i, j ∈ [1, 2]
i 6= j ⇒

N = Vi
cosθ =
V ′j .Vj−(Vj .N)2
1−(Vj .N)2
sinθ =
V ′j .(N×Vj)
||N×Vj ||2
• if V ′i 6= Vi , i ∈ [1, 2]⇒

N =
(Vi−V ′i )×(Vj−V ′j )
||(Vi−V ′i )×(Vj−V ′j )||
cosθ =
V ′j .Vj−(Vj .N)2
1−(Vj .N)2
sinθ =
V ′j .(N×Vj)
||N×Vj ||2
where I is the 3×3 identity matrix. Finally, using Rodrigues’ formula, rotation matrix R can be computed as:
R = I + sinθ[N ]× + (1− cosθ)[N ]2×
where [N ]× is the skew-symmetric matrix corresponding to vector N .
2.2 Building 3D rectangular meshes and mesh images
For each image, the steps of building a 3D rectangular mesh with the orientation nm on one side of the 3D line
are as follows:
Let pji denote the coordinates of i
th end point of the line segment in the image plane of the jthcamera and
P ji denote its corresponding Cartesian coordinates on the 3D line with respect to the world coordinate system
(see Fig.1). After some calculations, P ji can be expressed by (here T , as a superscript, means transpose):
P ji =
nTm (P0 −Oj) Ω
(nTmΩ)
+Oj , (3)
Ω = Rj
(
pji +
[ −uj −vj fj ]T) i = 1, 2
j = 1, 2
(4)
where (u, v), O and f are principal point, focal point and focal length of the cameras, respectively. Rj are
camera rotations with respect to the world coordinate system. Since first camera coordinate system is aligned
with the world coordinate system, we have O1 = [0 0 0]T , R1 = I (Identity matrix) , R2 = R and O2 = T
(since O2 is now the translation vector between two camera positions). The 3D point P0 is a point on the 3D
line, and it can be chosen to be the closest point of the line to the origin of the first camera: P0 = nss. For each
image, P jw,h, the 3D coordinates of the mesh at location (w, h) is:
P jw,h = P
j
1 + wl + h
l × nm
‖l × nm‖ , w = 0 : W
j , h = 0 : Hj (5)
Mesh resolution should be carefully selected since it depends on the scale of whole reconstruction which in
return is determined by the value chosen for s. W j should be chosen proportional to the distance between P j1
and P j2 in order to simplify the registering of two meshes at later steps of the method:
W j = round(k
∥∥∥P j1 − P j2∥∥∥) (6)
where k is a positive value. The higher the k is, the higher the resolution of the mesh is and therefore the
reconstruction of the surface is more accurate in the expense of higher computational time.
Hj , the height of the mesh must be high enough to include neighboring texture around the segment, other-
wise during the registration, the similarity measuring function can fail to match mesh images.
After some calculations, pjw,h , the corresponding image pixel for each mesh vertex P
j
w,h can be expressed
by:
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Figure 2: Two top rows: 2D mesh images where orientation of the surface and depth ratio are different from the
ground truth. Two bottom rows: As the second mesh image sweeps the first mesh image, the Hausdorff distance
between points of overlapping parts is computed (point sets are shown by white pixels). The best estimation of
the surface orientation and s′ occurs to have the lowest Hausdorff distance. The location where this smallest
value occurs, d∗, is used to register two meshes in 3D and therefore recovering sl.
pjw,h = [∆x + uj ∆y + vj ]
T ,
w = 0 : W j
h = 0 : Hj
, j = 1, 2 (7)
∆ = R−1
 fj
rT3
(
P jw,h −Oj
) (P jw,h −Oj)
 (8)
where r3 is the third column vector of rotation matrix R. Fig. 2 shows examples of what mesh images look
like as the parameters change. Only for ground truth parameters, the surface texture in both mesh images are
identical. Note that one of the strips is extended up to the image border, therefore, the algorithm works as long
as a part of the surface attached to the line is seen by both cameras and it is not necessary that the segments
overlap.
2.3 Estimation of surface orientation, depth ratio and T
After setting s to an arbitrary value and choosing the mesh resolution accordingly, the best values of scalars s′
and sl and also the orientation of the surface which minimizes the Hausdorff Distance between two point sets
(extracted from mesh images using edge detectors such as Canny) must then be estimated in order to recover T
(up to a scale factor) from the equation 2. Refer to the section 4 for a justification on using Hausdorff Distance
as the similarity measuring function. This needs a brute force algorithm for searching among all possible values
for these variables which is computationally expensive. Fortunately, the problem can be formulated in a simpler
way and computational burden can be greatly reduced by observing the following facts from the geometry of
the proposed method:
- sl can be set to zero since its value has no effect on retrieving the mesh images (i.e. image pairs of Fig. 2 do
not change as value sl changes). However its real value is necessary for computing T and it will be recovered
through registering two meshes in 3D (Eq. 9).
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Figure 3: The searching space for the surface ground truth orientation. Instead of searching all potential surface
orientations, a smaller set of likely surface normals varying between n and n′ should be considered.
- Changing depth values s and s′ has a zooming effect on their mesh images (i.e. doubling the distance
between camera origin and the 3D line results in a twice larger mesh image). This suggests that in order
to reduce computational time, instead of reconstructing from scratch, the second mesh image can be built just
once by setting s′ to its maximum expected value and then the effect of reducing s′ can be simulated by resizing
the second mesh image using interpolation. We limit the possible depth ratios ss′ to the range [
1
3 3] in order to
restrict the search and chose 20 equi-spaced points on this interval. In practice, this ratio is not likely to exceed
this range.
- The searching space for the surface ground truth orientation, nm, can also be reduced by taking into
account that not all orientations of the hypothesized plane can generate proper image on the same side of the
line segment. For details see Fig. 3.
Pseudo-code algorithm 1 summarizes our method for simultaneous estimation of surface orientation and
depth ratio. The combinatorial functions index(min(M)) return the index corresponding to the smallest value
in the matrix M .
Algorithm 1 The proposed motion and structure algorithm.
1: Given two images, extract their line segments and, manually or by using an automatic method, match a line
segment between two views belong to the surface under reconstruction;
2: Estimate R using vanishing points (cf. section 2.1);
3: s← An arbitrary positive value;
4: for each nm(i) between n and n′ do
5: for each ss′ (j) between
1
3 and 3 do
6: - Construct two mesh images and extract edge points;
7: - M(i, j) = MIN(Hausd. Dis. between two point sets);
8: end for
9: end for
10: (i∗, j∗)← index(min(M ));
11: return nm(i∗) and ss′ (j
∗);
The surface orientation nm and the depth ratios ss′ corresponding to the smallest distance in the matrix M
inside nested loop are the best estimations of these two parameters. Note that the nested loop is very fast since
not only the template and image to be searched are small, but also the whole image is not searched. Since it is
not clear that which side of the line is planar, we run the algorithm for both sides and chose the side which gives
a better reconstruction (i.e. lowest Hausdorff distance). If the Hausdorff distances for both sides are enough
small, then there is a high chance that either the line is the intersection of two planar surfaces or it is located
inside the surface instead of its boundaries (in the later case two computed orientations match).
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After estimating nm and s′, computing sl is straightforward. Let denote d? as the distance at which Hausdorff
distance between two mesh images corresponding to the best estimation of s′ and the surface orientation occurs
to be minimum as shown in Fig. 2. After some simple geometric considerations, sl can be expressed by:
sl = P0 − P 11 + d?l +
(
P 21 − P0 −W 2l
) (
s/s′
)
(9)
Knowing all the three scalars, T can be computed by equation 2.
3 More than one line correspondences
Theoretically, one line correspondence on a textured surface is enough to estimate the translation. While it is
noteworthy that the approach works from only a single correspondence, in practice one can usually determine
multiple good correspondences and combining the estimates from all available correspondences can help to
verify and refine the accuracy of the estimated translation as well as reconstructing more planar surfaces of the
scene. Assume Ti and Tj are two such estimations and sis′i
and sj
s′j
are corresponding depth ratios. It is clear that:
Ti
‖Ti‖ =
Tj
‖Tj‖ ,
‖Ti‖
‖Tj‖ =
si
sj
=
s′i
s′j
(10)
The first constraint implies that the direction of the translation is identical for each line correspondence. Even
though translation vectors computed by each line correspondence have different magnitude (due to different
scales) but they should have the same direction. This constraint can provide a method for verifying the other
estimated translation directions. One can also improve the accuracy of the final translation vector by computing
the vector which has the minimum deviation from all the estimations. The second constraint relates the overall
scale between two line (surface) reconstructions and can be used to reconstruct all planar surfaces of the scene
in one uniform framework (refer to the Fig. 8 for an example of application).
4 Discussion
The bottleneck of our proposed method is finding the location of one of the mesh images in the other one. This
is simply well-known template matching problem for which there are numerous number of methods available
in literature with different cons and pros. These methods are usually different in the level of invariability to
various deformation such as translation, rotation, scale, affine or perspective. Due to the nature of our problem
in this stage, we are looking for the most simplest similarity measuring function which should not be invariant
to any deformation except translation (to escape any false positive matches since we want the function to show
a high similarity only when the surface reconstruction is corresponding to the ground truth). One choice is
ZNCC∗ which is very simple but as it is shown in [14], it increases the sensitivity of the algorithm to the error
in the estimation of rotation since this function is very sensitive to the pixel displacement which is inevitable
during forming mesh images. Therefore we employed a generalized Hausdorff Distance which has been shown
to work well in comparing images and it is computationally efficient when the template undergoes a simple
translation [13]. It also can deal with individual pixel displacement errors while remains sensitive to overall
mesh images deformation.
It worth mentioning that, in order to compare the surrounding of the line segments in two views, we also
approached the problem in a similar way to what plane-sweeping methods do for feature matching and depth
recovery using homography induced by each plane hypothesis [12] and we ended up estimating 3 unknowns
(instead of 2 for our proposed method) plus a higher computational cost. One also may notice that our work
is very different from plane-sweeping approaches which use the already known motions between several views
∗Zero-mean Normalized Cross Correlation
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Figure 4: The mean/std error for the estimation of the translation direction.
of a scene for 3D reconstruction while our method uses lines first to recover the motion from only two views
and at the same time to reconstruct the surfaces of the scene.
We consider our approach as a simple and efficient method for dense reconstruction of a planar object
or scene from two images taken with considerably long baseline motion and with minimum need for the user
interaction compared to other methods. Using methods such as Zhang’s method [17] or multiple-view methods,
we are only able to reconstruct 3D line segments and not any surfaces, therefore our method has the advantage
of dense reconstruction. Also note that since we reconstruct a line and part of the surface attached to it, any
other line coplanar with the surface is also reconstructed and we do not need to match and reconstruct these
lines anymore (for example each wall of the bakery and the pavement attached to it (Fig. 8) are reconstructed
using only one line from their intersection and we do not need to deal with the rest of the lines on these two
surfaces). On the contrary, these coplanar lines and also parallel lines can decrease the performance of the
methods which rely on only geometric information, for example Zhang’s algorithm which is highly dependent
on the random distribution of the line segments in the scene.
4.1 Sensitivity to the error in estimating R
While reconstructing two meshes, the estimated rotation between two views plays a critical role. Generally
speaking, the error in the estimation of the rotation can have considerable effect on the estimation of the trans-
lation and this is always the case when estimating the displacement by a decoupling approach. Line extraction
stage can also introduce some error in the direction and location of the segments on the image plane. In order
to find the extend of the sensitivity of the recovered translation to these errors, we have carried out 10 set of 100
experiments with simulated image pair of Fig.1 and instead of identity matrix, we set R to a rotation matrix
with an arbitrary rotation axis and a rotation angle around this axis which increases between each set by 0.2
degrees (i.e. in the 10th set of experiments, there is a 2 degrees rotation between two views). The results of the
experiments are shown in Fig. 4.
In general, the introduced error increases as the angle of rotation increases but this is not true for all exper-
iments. This reflects the fact that the angles close to 90 degrees between axis of rotation and the 3D line may
cause greater error in the estimation of the translation than the increase in the angle of rotation. This is true be-
cause in this case, the highest deformation on the mesh images occurs which can easily affect the performance
of the similarity measuring function in correctly registering the two mesh images. Therefore a better similarity
measuring function is advised if the error in the estimation of the rotation is expected to be high.
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(a)
(b)
Figure 5: (a) Two real images used to estimate the motion of the camera. (b) Unitary spheres after projecting
the images onto them and extracting vertical and horizontal vanishing points. For a better visualization only a
small percentage of lines are shown.
5 Experimental results
To prove the accuracy of the method, we tried our algorithm on simulated images such as images of Fig. 1
in which there is no rotation between two views. Note, however, that there are still few sources of error such
as the error in the position and direction of extracted line segments. Despite these errors, the translation was
estimated almost without error (the angle between estimated direction of the translation and ground truth was
0.08 degrees).
We have tested our algorithm with success on several real image pairs taken from urban scenes. Fig. 5(a)
shows two real images taken from a bakery which is a representative example of a mainly piecewise planar
structure. The camera has a generic motion between two views. The position and rotation of the second camera
with respect to the first one was obtained through a careful setup and use of a gyroscope:
R = [−0.0073,−0.3049,−0.0036], t = [0.9318,−0.0123, 0.3629],
where the translation t is normalized and the rotation R is represented by a 3D Rodrigues’ vector (whose
direction is that of the rotation axis and whose norm is equal to the rotation angle in radian).
We applied our algorithm and Zhang’s algorithm, for comparison, on this data. For latter one, we extracted
and matched 85 lines between two views manually. The minimum samplings required for this method to
converge were 90 sampling of translation space and 728 sampling of rotation space. Only 1 of 10 best samples
converged to the good solution. This may reflect the fact that the computed overlap between segments is not
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Figure 6: 3D reconstruction of the bakery by the structure from motion technique described in [17]. The right
column corresponds to the top view.
correct when there are segments that are almost parallel to their epipolar lines. This is the case for many
horizontal segments of this example. The result of the best solution is shown in Fig. 6. The error in the
translation direction is 1.0847◦. The error in the rotation angle is 0.3087◦ and the error in the rotation axis
is 1.9147◦. The motion is well estimated but, as it can be seen from the figure, the reconstruction is not very
accurate.
In our algorithm, we use all lines which can automatically be extracted from each image (without need for
matching them) to recover the rotation, only one line correspondence to recover the translation and more two
line correspondences to verify and refine the results. To estimate the rotation between two views, we used the
approach suggested in [10] . Fig. 5(b) shows projection of two images on unitary sphere. Dominant directions
(vertical and one horizontal) of lines in the scene were used to estimate the rotation of the camera sufficiently
accurate. The error in the rotation angle is 1.103◦ and the error in the rotation axis is 2.074◦.
For estimating the translation, we chose 30 equi-spaced points on the searching interval for the surface
orientation. The output of our algorithm for reconstruction of 3 scene surfaces and 3 estimated translation
vectors associated to each surfaces is shown in Fig. 7.
All three surfaces plotted in one uniform framework are shown in Fig. 8. The worst estimated translation
error among three is 4.7◦. The estimated motion is comparable with the Zhang’s algorithm and as it can be
seen from Fig.8, the immediate result of the algorithm is a more useful reconstruction of the scene. In order
to test the accuracy of the reconstruction, we took a few concrete distance and angle measurements (shown
with blue arrays) and compared them with the result of the reconstruction. The worst estimated angle error
between planes is less than 3◦ and the difference in the distance between landmarks is not exceeding 2.4%. For
comparison, in Fig. 6, we also plotted (in green color), the three lines segments reconstructed by our algorithm.
Careful reader may notice that the accuracy of motion estimation and reconstruction of the proposed algo-
rithm should not be compared with multiple-view-based methods such as [15, 8, 7] which are generally more
accurate but need extraction and matching of many line(point) correspondences between more than two views,
a very difficult task especially if the motion has a long baseline. For piece-wise planar scenes, our algorithm
outperforms such generic methods in the sense of speed and accuracy of results are also comparable.
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Figure 7: Reconstruction of the pavement and two walls of the bakery and 3 estimated translation vectors related
to each surfaces. Scale of each surface reconstruction is different from others. The right image corresponds to
the top view.
Figure 8: Reconstruction of the bakery and 3 estimated translation vectors in one uniform framework.
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6 Summary
We proposed an efficient algorithm especially suitable for piece-wise planar scenes, proving that architecture
modeling can be made very simple by exploiting the available information from such senses such as vanishing
points and the planar nature of the surfaces. It consists of the following steps:
• Extracting all line segments from left and right image.
• Recovering the rotation through matching vanishing points. This can be done automatically and there is
no need for matching individual lines.
• Reconstructing one line and the planar surface attached to it and at the same time recovering the transla-
tion (here user needs to feed one line correspondence belonging to a planar surface to the algorithm).
• In previous step, one line and the surface attached to it are already reconstructed. Interestingly enough,
now this step can be repeated to incrementally reconstruct more lines and surfaces of the scene and at the
same time verifying and improving the accuracy of estimated translation.
We do not establish many feature correspondences (only one line correspondence), nor do we estimate the
optical flow or normal flow (in fact such methods do not work for wide baseline motion) but we rely on image
intensities of the flat surface. Our method does not have multiple solution ambiguity and it guaranties one
solution as long as the surfaces are well textured.
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